26 Theory predicts that individuals behave altruistically towards their relatives. Hence, 27 some form of kin recognition is useful for individuals to optimize their behaviour. In 
INTRODUCTION

40
Kin recognition is "the ability to recognize one's genetic relations" [1] and evidence 41 for it has been found to be widespread across many taxa [2,3,4,5]. Indeed, individuals 42 can behave altruistically [6] and more so the more two individuals are related [7] . Hence 43 relatedness is a determining factor in understanding how altruism works in nature, and 44 therefore a driver of behavioral evolution [8] .
45
Relatedness is the proportion of shared genes between conspecifics. Building upon 46 Fisher's [9] work on altruistic behavior, Hamilton [7] postulated that an altruistic 47 behavior will be expressed when the costs of the behavior are lower than the fitness where r is the genetic relatedness between individuals, b is the fitness benefit to the 53 receiver, c is the fitness cost to the altruist. Hence, rb corresponds to the indirect fitness 54 effects of a trait, whereas -c is the direct effect [10] . For instance, in a parents-offspring 55 relationship, the parent incurs costs, by spending energy finding food, not eating it 56 themselves but feeding it to their young. Yet, they are genetically related to their 57 offspring, and thus the fitness benefit that the offspring received by being fed translates 58 into fitness for the parents -but only as long as they are related to each other. Hence,
59
mechanisms allowing individuals to recognize relatives may be useful, in species where 60 kin-selection is favorable [7] .
61
There is an ongoing debate on the details of the definition of kin recognition, However, the ability to recognize their own kin can enable individuals to adjust 79 their behavior according to the degree of relatedness to others [1, 11] chicks that were not genetically related to them (Table 2) . 
